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“The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria Issues a Report 

Titled” Palestinian Refugees from Syria to Turkey” 

  

 
 

 The violent clashes in the vicinity of Handarat Camp are still continuing. 

 Daraa Camp without water for 204 days. 

 Security checkpoints and unemployment, the main crises that faces the 

refugees at Al Raml Camp in Latakia. 

 Lebanese authorities continue to tighten the situation of the Palestinian 

refugees from Syria. 

 41 Palestinian refugees were killed outside Syria till the end of October 

2014. 

 Civil associations in the Yarmouk Camp continue to provide its services. 
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The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria 

The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria issued a report titled” the 

Palestinian refugees from Syria to Turkey”, a documentary report of 21 

pages, broadsheet, to talk about the general conditions which have fallen 

to the Palestinian refugees status, who escaped from the hell of war from 

Syria to Turkey. 

The report dealt with the reasons that pushed the Palestinian refugees to 

leave the camps in Syria to Turkey because of the military actions, which 

affected mostly, as the report talked about the main roads to get to 

Turkey, the report noted that Turkey often is not the final destination for 

the Palestinians of Syria, but is a prominent transit point toward Europe. 

Further information on the report via the following link 

http://goo.gl/sJLrz6 

 

Recent Updates 

The violent clashes that broke out several days ago in the vicinity of 

Handarat Camp for Palestinian refugees in Aleppo are still continuing, 

as the Regular Army and the Syrian armed opposition used all kinds of 

medium and heavy weapons. It is mentioned that most of the residents 

have left the camp after the opposition controlled the camp and the 

following repeated bombing that targeted the houses of the camp. 

The residents who left their homes for about 558 days ago are suffering 

of great difficulties especially with the high cost of living and the 

unemployment. 204 days without water on Daraa Camp south of Syria, as 

the suffering of residents is aggravating with the stop of medical services 

in the camp because of the great destruction of the buildings after the 

repeated bombing, which were targeted the in recent months. The 

absence of relief organizations is exacerbate the suffering of the people, 

forcing hundreds of them to flee to nearby towns and villages to escape 

from bombing and the problems of living. 

At Latakia, the suffering is concentrated on the security and economic 

sides, where security checkpoints heavily spread in the vicinity of the 

http://goo.gl/sJLrz6
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camp, thus affecting the movement of people, especially those who are in 

the age of compulsory military service for fear of being arrest. 

Economically, people are suffering of the prevalence of unemployment, 

which doubled the economic burdens faced by residents of the camp. 

On the other hand, the Lebanese authorities continue to take decisions 

that will tighten on Palestinian and Syrian refugees from Syria, where 

some municipalities have taken decisions limiting residents’ refugee 

movement. Some of these decisions prevented roaming after seven o'clock 

pm, as some others banned the Lebanese landlords to rent their homes 

for more than a family coming from Syria. It is mentioned that the 

Lebanese authorities have taken decisions that limit the entry of refugees 

from Syria to Lebanon. 

 
Refugee camp in Lebanon 

Statistics 

The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria announced that it has 

documented 41 Palestinian refugees who were killed outside Syria, 15 

refugees in Egypt, 6 in Malta, 6 in Greece, 4 in Lebanon, 3 in Palestine, 2 

in Turkey, 2 in Italy, 2 in Libya, and a refugee in Sweden. 
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Civil Work Committees 

The volunteers of the Charity Committee for Relief of Palestinian People 

implemented yesterday a cleaning campaign of “Hamza Ibn Abdul 

Mutalib” Mosque at Al Ouroba neighborhood in the Yarmouk Camp. 

Meanwhile, the services department at Palestine Charity Committee 

continues its working in cleaning sewage emollients in the Yarmouk 

Camp, it comes in the framework of the Authority's keenness to provide 

all services to the people of the camp, and provide a healthy environment 

for them. 

In Lebanon, Palestinian doctors of Syria in Lebanon gathering has 

established a medical lecture titled "Winter Illnesses and Prevention" in 

the shelters at Ain Al Hilwa Camp. The lecture dealt with the most 

important diseases that occur in the winter, especially in places of human 

populations - as in shelters - because of overcrowding, and most 

important is the Respiratory diseases, especially inflammation of the 

pharynx, colds and inflammation of the middle ear and lung infections 

and bronchitis, asthma. The lecture also touched on how to deal with 

these diseases and the ways of prevention it, through some tips and 

recommendations. 

 
Cleaning sewage emollients in the Yarmouk Camp 
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The Palestinian Camps in Syria, Numbers and Statistics 

• The Yarmouk Camp: - Siege, imposed by the Regular Army and PFGC, 

continued for 487 days respectively. In addition, power cuts continued for 

more than 570 days, water was cut for 57 days respectively. The number 

of victims due to the siege has reached 155 victims. 

• 38 Palestinian refugees were killed outside of Syria including 36 while 

trying to reach Europe. 

• 93 PLO members were killed due to Clashes in Syria. 

• Al Husayneyya Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents 

of the camp to return back to their houses for 389 days respectively. 

• Al Sbeina Camp: - Regular Army is still preventing the residents of the 

camp to return back to their houses for 358 days respectively. 

• Handarat Camp: - Residents have left the camp for 558 days after the 

Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

• Dara’a Camp: - It is now almost 204 days without water and a 

complete absence of basic services. 

• Khan Al Sheih Camp: - Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia road. 

• Khan Danoun Camp: - Economic crisis is still continuing, specially 

unemployment and high prices.  

• Al Nairab Camp: - Power is still cut for more than a year. 

• Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Ca mps in Homs 

and Hamma: - A relatively quite situation in light of the economic crises. 


